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ABSTRACT
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zero temperature, for two gauges of the order parameter.
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1 Introduction

The A-phase of helium-3 (3He — A) is a superfluid liquid with a p-wave Cooper pairing and
the quantum numbers of the paired state are L = 1, Lz = 1, 5 = 1, £, = 0 (or 5 . = dbl)
[1, 2]. The ground state of 3He — A is displaying a number of striking features [3] being
related, partially, to a specific form of the mass current j . This current corresponds to
vacuum average of the operator j( ifr'dij)— 4< d tf'') and it is acknowledged as the expression
of first order in gradients of the order parameter [1-3]:

Jo = pS, + -^dvi(pT)-^CoT{?-SxT) (T = 0) (1)

(correspondingly, the superfiuid term, the orbital term and the anomalous term j , m ) . In
(1) p is the liquid density, m is the mass of 3He atoms, v, is the superfluid velocity, / is
the non-homogeneous field of the orbital momentum vector (hat implies a unit vector)
and Co « p- The Eq.(l) has been deduced by solving Gor'kov equation in [-1-6] and by
solving matrix kinetic equation in [7], as well as in [S] with the help of the ground state's
wave function written in configuration space.

Origin of the first two terms in (1) is clear for a model with strong ;i-pairing, but
jan witnesses about highly unusual properties of the ground state under consideration.
The point is that j a n results in loss both of Galilean invariance and of linear momentum
conservation in the system considered as a Bose condensate only. To resolve this paradox
it is necessary to account for normal fermions still existing in 3He — A even at T = 0 due
to vanishing of the gap in two opposite points on the Fermi sphere [3,9,10].

Although both (1) and the appropriate physical picture are established [1,3] (see also
[11-17]), some further specifications are admissible yet. The matter is as follows. The
Ref. [6] contains calculation of corrections to (1) which are quadratic in gradients of / and
which cause difficulties of the superfluid hydrodynamic at T = 0. But some steps in the
procedure [6] seem to be not transparent enough. Besides, the earlier papers [4,8] also
point out the possibility of higher corrections to (1). Therefore, it seems to be useful to
attempt again to calculate the corrections to (1) in independent way.

Various approaches are well-known which involve analogies with relativistic field-
theoretical models for deeper understanding of the paradoxes of 3He—A [13-16]. All
these attempts have been made with respect to lowest order in gradients (in the sense,
say, of the resulting expression (1)). The hope is that ralciilation of higher corrections
to (1) could provide us with more reach information about status of such attempts and,
without doubt, with more detailed knowledge of the ground state of the model under
consideration.

This work continues [18-20] which are dealing with j near zero temperature. The
matter considered here has arised from [18], where another in comparison to [6] method
to solve the Dyson-Gor'kov equation has been proposed which gave immediately a new
representation for the Green's function being responsible for j . This representation is more
appropriate, because it results in j depending on /? = T~l explicitly and it admits T = 0
accurately. It is clear from [18-19] that the main contribution to j appears by the London
limit application. This fact is being transparent physically and convenient mathemati-
cally because it leads to the steepest descent calculations, and it opens a possibility to
deduce systematically corrections to (1). This paper is just devoted to calculation of such
corrections.



The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 contains the outline of the problem. Sec. 3 is
concerned with the solution of the ordinary non-homogeneous differential equation related
to the Dyson-Gor'kov equation and with the calculation of the normal Green's function
in form of series. The corresponding expression for the mass current is obtained in the
Sec. 3 also. Sec. 4 contains integral representations both for the Green's function and for
the mass current as well as their limiting cases: "gradient" limit and zero temperature
limit. "Quasiclassical" calculation of jo can be found in the Sec. 4 also. Two particular
cases of the /-vector texture will be considered in the Sec. 5: rot / is parallel to / and
rot / is perpendicular to /. Calculation of the first corrections to j0 at T = 0 will be
presented for the both cases up to a third order. Discussion in the Sec. 6 concludes the
paper. All the calculations will be done for the coherence length f0 being much smaller
than a characteristic length of the texture variation: £0 <C \d® l\~l (the London limit).

2 Outline of the model

2.1 The Dyson-Gor'kov equation

To calculate j one has to solve the Dyson-Gor'kov equation

drg(k\k') - Jd3k"H(k,k")g(k'\k') = (2JT)3««3>(* - k')8(r - r ' ) , (2)

where r is the "imaginary" time of thermal approach and g(k, k') is the 2 x 2 matrix of
normal and anomalous two-point Grten's functions [6]. The matrix H(k,k") (2) looks as
follows:

where fa = (2m)-1 A:2 — ft (ft is the chemical potential) and A(fc, k") is the order parameter.
It is convenient to use in (2) the mixed coordinate-momentum representation [8,21]:

g-h(r) = (2;r)-3 J d3qg(k + q, k) e"" , (3)

so that r = ^ (f\ + r2) is the center of mass coordinate and k is conjugated of n — f2 . By
(3) it is not difficult to check that the relation

J L

holds.
Using Fourier expansion in r, we obtain from (2) the equation

• - »- I I
••-ior~-dy,y)gi(f)\\ = 1 (4)

* J ly=f



(fc' = k), where 1 is the unit matrix, and LJ is the fermionic Matsubara frequency. To go
further we shall assume that

A[k-iBT- J9y.?J|_ ~ A(fc,r) = 6(fc-A,(r) + ifc.A2(r)), (5)

where 5 is the gap amplitude and k is a unit vector of reciprocal space; Ai,A2 and
/ = A] x A2 form a dreibein characterizing the orbital anisotropy of 3He— A. In view of
(5) the Eq.(4) acquires the form:

-icFk-d A(k,r)

1, (7)

where g = g^r), £ ~ cF{k — kF), kF and cF are the Fermi momentum and Fermi velocity
and the mass current has to be calculated as follows:

fd3kkgu. (S)

We are interested in j in some arbitrary point O. Let us define the spherical coor-
dinates p,8,<j> centered at O. Assuming that the result in O physically has not to be
dependent on f, we shall take (6), (S) at r = pk (where k-d = d/dp), and the final answer
will be written at p = 0 [6]. Linearizing the slowly varying order parameter one gels:

tA, (9)

A = ImA(k,/7 = 0).

The parameter a (9) depends only on the angle variables and contains the vector's v,
components and the first derivatives of / in O. We shall write down a in the See. 4.2. At
fixed k one can gauge A(fc,f) so that a becomes a real positive.

Changing the variable x = (a/cF)'/2(p + p0) and eliminating £ from the L.I1.S. in (6)
one gets:

(tw + 7i) G = e "« o c r ) - | / 2 1 , (10)

where
"H = iy/acF<y3- y/ac^x + Acr2 (11)

is the Hamiltonian and oy are the Pauli matrices. In this case (8) becomes

J = ^ ( s ^ ) - 1 J dn k hr1 Y.J) • (12)

where J is the f-integrated Green's function f <i£gn as follows:

(13)

and G(x) is a new matrix function to be determined from (10).

4
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2.2 A note about the choice of the Hamiltonian
In this section we shall discuss the relationship between the matrix operator H(Jk, f) (7)
and some other Hamiltonians which have been appeared in the literature. First of all,
H(Jfc,r) (7) has been used in [15], but with the order parameter written as |A(fc)| e~'*t*'fJ,
i.e. without linearization and away of the gap nodes. This operator arose in [15] by
decomposition of the initial 3D Fermi field of the model as follows:

where

ami (7) turns out to be acting on the columns I ,?ik I . This trick has allowed to involve
v v L,k /

(1 + 1)0 models which exhibit fractional charge to obtain (1) [15]. Gaitan [16] also
has started from (7) to demonstrate that the source in the momentum conservation law
(inherent, in principle, to j0 (1)) can be treated as a manifestation of Schwinger term in
/'(I) anomalous model. The Ref. [16] also results in (1) and a possibility of higher terms
is pointed out.

A different Hamiltonian appears in [9,10] where analogy with a Weyl-Dirac operator
is discussed which is valid near the nodes of the gap. Both the calculations [9,10] are
reminiscent of the Landau problem of electron in homogeneous magnetic field (in [9] the
curl contribution j a n is under consideration, in [10] the density of states is calculated).

The most appropriate way to clarify the distinction between the approximate Hamil-
tonians is to use the next trick. Generally, the Hamiltonian for 3He — A reads:

where ;7 = d/i, A = (S/kF) (Ai(r) + iA2(r)) and p• A acts as p• (A/). The Hamiltonian
(M) seems to be rather complicated and linearizations are of much help.

Assuming that the quasiparticles wave functions possess a rapid variation of the form
rikF: a r o u n ( l Q and acting on (14) by

e-ikF' {...)eikFZ

one obtains: _ ^
cFPz A(0)-(p-M(f))\

i*(o)-(p-M(f)) -cFPs y •
where p'2/2m and (l/2i)divA are neglected and A « A(0), A.(r) RJ -A(0) -?(r). By
introducing the gauge potentials A = kF(l — lce2) one can obtain from (15) the operator
similar to a Weyl-Dirac operator. On the other hand, acting on (14) by

and neglecting p2/2m, (l/2z)divA, A • p one gets H(fc,r) (7) exactly. The last case
corresponds to the rapid variation of the wave functions in the form e'*r*"r.



The special form of rapid variation which results in (15) has been chosen in [10] to study
effects of twisting of the texture. In both cases, (7) and (15), an analogy with electron
in constant homogeneous magnetic field appears. This fact being, a nice opportunity of
direct computations becomes possible. For (7) this analogy has been recognized in [18].
The case when differentiations in the Hamiltonian are kept which come both from the
kinetic energy and from the off-diagonal terms is investigated in [14]. The Ref. [14] claims
that both the curl terms in (1) are due to a topologically stable asymmetric energy level.

3 Solution of the non-homogeneous equation. Ex-
act representations for the u-summated Green's
function J

To solve (10) let us take G(x) in the form

<>-*•& iO- " T f O -•;)•
where fei,2 = Alt2(x) and j\ti = /i,2(x) are now to be determined and u is the unitary
constant matrix [18]. The adjoint transformation of Pau'i matrices

u"Viu = <r2 (+cycl.perm.)

implies the corresponding transformation of "H (11):

where a* = x T d/dx.
From (17) it is clear that each eigen-function gm with the eigen-value \m of the operator

"Hem gives us the eigen-function ugm with the same eigen-value of the operator 7i (11).
The new operator 7{cm reminds us the operator which arises in the problem of quantization
for a spinning electron in constant homogeneous magnetic field. It is straightforward to
obtain its energy eigen-values Eo, ±En and the corresponding eigen-functions *P0, * J (" >
1):

;

where s = ±, En = y'A2 + 2acFn and j/>n(x) are the Hermite functions.
Before to proceed to solution of (10), it is worth to point out some properties of

"Hem which can be treated as a manifestation of "hidden" supersymmetry [22-24] of "H at
A = ImAo = 0.
Supersymmetry (SUSY)

A couple of operators H, Q endowed with involution r gives a representation of super-
symmetric quantum mechanics if the relations

H = Q2, Q* = Q, (19)
{ Q , r } = 0 ,



are fulfilled (* means Hermite congugation). The standard algebra of supersymmetric
quantum mechanics given by a triple H, Qi, Q2 arises from (29) by the definitions

Q2 = Q, Qi = i rQ

as follows
H = Q] = Ql, {Qi,Q2} = 0, Qt = Q, (20)

( » = 1 , 2), or, equivalently,

• ' ; . / • H = { Q + , Q _ } , (Q±)2 = 0, (Q+)' = Q . , (21)

where
Q± = i ( Q , ± i Q 2 ) .

In (19)—(21) {, } imply anticommutator and [, ] imply commutator. Apart of the relations
(I9)-(21), the bracket

[H.QJ = 0 (22)

vanishes, where Q is any of the Q-operators.
Prom (20) it is seen, that H (the Sl/SY-Hamiltonian) is the Hermitian operator with

a non-negative spectrum. All its non-zero energy levels A ̂  0 are doubly degenerated,
while the state with A = 0 (if it exists, however) is not. Such a state | ) fulfills Qj| ) = 0
and it is necessarily a minimum energy state, i.e. it is a "vacuum" one. The algebra
of supersymmetry in a quantum-mechanical system which is characterized by (20), (21)
reads, in principle, that the total Hilbert space of the model splits into a direct sum of two
invariant subspaces which can be mapped each into other by the corresponding projectors
Q± The model manifests supersymmetry provided the "vacuum" vector exists which is
annihilated by both Q±.

In the particular case of our model one can obtain (20)-(22) as follows. Let us define
the generators Q± :

' 0 0 \ . /0 ia~\
+ „ , Q- = V^? [n n , (23)

—to. U / V U U /
where «* = x =F d/dx. With the definitions (23), the following algebra takes place:

{ Q _ , Q + } = 7 £ ,

[Q±.«L]=0- (24)
In their turn, the relations (19) can be deduced by the identifications T = 03, Q = Q2,

The meaning of the generators Q± (23) can be clarified by their action on the vectors
(18) at A = 0:

) (25)

-'*• G O - (26)



The "zero" state <P0 plays the role of the "vacuum" vector in our case:

The spectrum (18) reads that the model investigated possesses a gapless mode which
corresponds to a normal subsystem. The corresponding "asymmetric* level £o intersects
the Fermi surface at the points A = 0.

To conclude this short trip to SUSY, let us mention the properties of the vectors (18)
under the "chirality" operator cr3 and the projectors V± = ^(1 ± <r3) :

The "vacuum" state 4?0 is not degenerated and has the de/inite "chirnlity":

0-3*0 = - J o -
lt is straightforward to perform the analogous considerations for acp 6 R~. The

"vacuum" state will have opposite "chirality"1, but as to j , the resulting formula will lie
just the same as below. Moreover, acp £ R results in the same expressions.

Now let us go back to the main content of the given section.

The rule (17) allows to be concerned instead of (10) with the equation

(iu + ncm) Q ) = S(x - x')p(x) ( j ) , (27)

;,(x) f r

to calculate Gu. The Dirac 6-function is placed in the R.H.S- of (27), and h,f are
presumed to be dependent on x,x'. Therefore, the needed matrix element has to ho.
calculated as

+oo

G,,(x) = J dx'(/,(x,x') + /(x,x')). (28)
—oo

To solve (27) it is natural to expand ( f ) in the eigen-functions (IS). Using their

orthogonality one can determine this expansion as follows [18]:

fh) (x,x') = B(x') $0(x) + Y. E # V ) *-'W

B(x') = (iw+ fib)-'p(x') < *o(x'),e>,

6W(x') = (iw i"



where < •,• > stands for Hermitian scalar product of the two-dimensional columns and

e = ( } ̂ . One gets from (13), (28), (29):

(30)

The Kq. (30) provides us with the representation for the {-integrated Green's function
alternative, to that which has been found in [6] as a quadratic combination of parabolic
cylinder functions.

Stimulating over us one obtains

[ °° 1

n(£i,) < $o,*o > + J2 Y,"^^ < *">'.*i') > - (31)
»=± n=1 J

where JI(() = (1 +exp(— 0i))~l is the Fermi weight [25]. It follows from 7i(t) + n( —e) = 1
and ;i(f) — D(—f) = tanh(/?e/2) that (31) can be rearranged as

(32)

Inserting (32) to j (12) we obtain the required general representation for the mass current
noar zero temperature [19]. Due to the explicit dependence on /?, (32) admits T —» 0
as well: one has to replace n(E0) by the Heavyside function 6(E0) and put tanh(/?£n/2)
equal to 1.

Using the completeness condition for ̂ n(x) a n t ' t n e fact l ' l a t ^e infinites-integration
shouUl be treated as an idealization, one can argue that the second term in (32) is irrelevant
with respcrl lo the angle integration JdClk, and therefore j acquires the final form as
the series:

+ fEW-, -a t a n h ( ^ l / 2 ) ] - (33)f
4 Integral representations and their special limiting

cases

4.1 Integral representations

It could be more convenient to obtain an integral representation equivalent to (33). To
a certain extent, it has been done in [19] at zero temperature. In the present section we
shall deduce the integral representations for 0'1 Y1J a n ^ J a t a ny temperature. These

representations admit special limiting cases dislpaying how the main contribution (1)



appears. Moreover, it will be argued that (1) should be treated as a "quasiclassical"
result which is valid due to the London limit condition holds.

First of all, one has to rearrange (30):

By the formula

we see that the odd in w part of (34) is responsible for the second term in (32) and it is
sufficient to consider only the "even" part of (34) Je:

(35)

where |A|2 = [u2 + A2){2acr)-'.
The series (35) can be expressed by the integral [18]:

W

1/2

/ ^ 2 1 1 ' 1 ' (36)

Thus one can go further:

/ T \ I / 2 7

where a = exp(—47r7T2t/acr). The series in (37) is related to the elliptic theta function
W,r) [26]:

^ a('"+i)2 = ii?2(0, r), r = (iV)-' log a,

and, therefore,

(38)

T' = 4x/acF. Changing the integration variable (A/acF07) i >—• t in (3S), one can rewrite
it in the form which is more suitable for studying limiting cases:

1/2
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^ 1 , (39)

where Q = (acF/4)/?2, 0 (0 = ( j r t ) 1 ' 2 ^^ , ixt).
The Eqs. (38), (39) give us the required integral representations for the u-summated

and ^-integrated Green's function which enters to (12). Substituting to (12) one gets the
general integral representation for j near zero temperature. To go further, the subjects
to be investigated are how to demonstrate that (1) is the lowest approximation to (38),
(39) in the London limit and how to calculate from (38). (39) corrections to (1). We shall
handle these problems in the next sections.

4.2 Approximations

Here wo shall sketch the main approximations behind our calculations.

6 The London limit It implies that the coherence length fo is much smaller than a
characteristic length of the texture variation:

& = Y < \8®7\-1,

f o | 3 ® ' l « l . (40)
A

With later applications in mind, let us deduce now the explicit form of a (9) [6]. To
this end it is necessary to rewrite

A(£,f) = S(k • A,(f) + i t - A,(f)) (41)

with the help of
£ „ ( ? ) « So(O) + r - S £ o ( 0 ) , (a = 1,2), (42)

where the derivatives d;AQ(0) are linear functions of Ao(0) :

0,-An(0) = w1' x Ao(0). (43)

It is adopted to denote

u>j = -2mu,, u4 = dih, wj = -dtT2 (44)

in (43) so that the Mermin-Ho relation [3] is fulfilled just expressing continuity of rotations
of the triad Ai , A2, T. Substituting (42)-(44) to (41) one gets

tp(fci + ik2) -

= Ss\nee1* + p [iS(...) e"1"*] ert> (45)

Let us denote the expression inside the square brackets (45) as a. The factor e1* is inserted
to (45) to make o a real (a real positive, say) and to fix therefore the choice of the couple
Ai , A2 in the plane perpendicular to /. In other words, one can multiply A(fc,f) by e"'*
in (6) so that (45) will correspond to (9) along with

Ac =

11



From (45) it is clear that QCF is a linear form of gradients which can be written
formally as

acp = 62£0 ^ (gra(Jients) =

S2 ^-> gradients

X2 £-1 |gradients|

with the convention (40). In what follows, we shall treat acp as a small parameter.

4k Spat/ai extension of the wave packets The eigen-functions (18) include the Hermite
functions ^n. Spatial extension of the packets e~x:l/2//n(x) is given by x ~ \/2n, but
x ~ (a/cf)1/2/) and so

p ~ v/2^,/^
y Q

The packets extension should not exceed the characteristic length of the texture variation
|9© JJ"1 which results in « < \2-

4 Linearization condition From (9) it is seen that the linearization condition ap < S
implies

P < x% = \§®T\-\

the inequality being better provided \ 2 is greater.

4.3 Limiting cases
In this subsection we shall consider some limiting cases of (38),(39). It is convenient to
represent the situation to be considered by the following diagram:

J - J\p-l-£j=l39) *

4J U (16)

H - ^ (1) ,

where the horizontal arrows 1,3 correspond to T —> 0 and the vertical ones 2,<1 imply the
lowest "gradient" approximation.

To begin with, the limit [26]

in (38) allows to obtain j at T = 0 (the horizontal arrow 1):

12
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To perform the lowest "gradient" approximation (the arrow 2), we replace tanh t by t in
(47): .

J = - -1 /"dfUA fdte~V+^r =

(48)

To understand (48), let us recall the representation for j which has been obtained in
[15,10]:

l £ £ (49)

The formula (49) results in (1), where/) = ^ (OH- 2 ) " ' , 7"= A,xA2and (t;,), = 2"' Ar9,A2

without resorting to special gauges for a. Using

= ^(167r3)-' dSlkl (£-3)arctan =r-=£
J \ \k-A,JJ

dx ' xv/ocp

it is easy to check that (48) and (49) coincide in fact. This observation shows definitely
that (47) gives (I) in the London limit.

To consider the steps 4 —* 3, one should replace, first, tanh(<3/) by Qt in (39) (the
arrow </) due to steepest descent validity at A =̂  0 for any finite (and large, however) /? :

(so)

In the H.1I.S. of (50) we have got a Laplace transform of Q(t), in fact. Using further the
formula

n2 / d* 0 ( 0 e""3' = J - / dy = 1 - Y(a)
J J cosh VJ/ + n

o

ix I) to re-express (50), one can write j as

(51)

(the point / / on (46)). This formula gives us the leading gradient approximation which
is "dressed" by thermal corrections. The formula (51) is just the result found by Cross in
1975 [4]. The approach developed here gives it, seemingly, in independent way. Indeed,
the corresponding calculation procedure has been omitted in [4] and so far we are ignorant
about the coincidence of the both calculations. At T = 0 (the arrow 3) Y(oo) = 0 and
we again recover (l).The function Y(-) is the so-called Yoshida function [4,7].

13



4.4 "Quasiclassical" limit
If one is wishing to reproduce (48), it is necessary to obtain

(82,

Let us calculate it. It is appropriate to rewrite the Eq.(6):

iuig + (iacF- £)<r3 - ya, + ACT2 \<J = 1 - (53)

where y = ^/acpx = ReA0. By the analogy with (16) we shall represent the unknown
matrix g as

,= ^(| |). ,54)

Easely we obtain from (53), (54):

where A = w + iA. The main trick here is to square the operator by means of

( « c F A - y ) - i ( A"

Neglecting all the differentiations in the equation obtained (recall that ncp < I) we arrive
at the algebraic equations:

(|A|2 + €2 + y 2 ± a c F ) / l ± = - I . (57)

Calculating g by (54), (56) and (57), one gets:

t"A . tA-

which implies that

OO OO

I acpA

5 Explicit calculations
In this section we shall obtain from (47) first corrections to j 0 . To begin with, let us turn
again to a (45). Without loss of generality one can choose A2(O) along / x rot/ so that
dih , dzh become zero and o can be rewritten as

a = iSe-'* [-cos2033/2 + 2m si^fle^f

14



+ sin 0 cos $ e1* (2mv3 + ^divT- -?• rot?) +

i - d2k))\ (58)

[6]. Here div/ = d\l\ + 32/2, / • rot/ = 9i/2 — 92/i, and t> = v3. In principle, it is not
necessary to require d3l\ = 0 if one is wishing to use a (45). It should be pointed also
that (),l3, d-ih, d3l3 are absent in a and might appear in j due to geometric reasons.
Moreover, #i/i,32/2 can be excluded from the consideration [6]. Therefore, only 9i/2,52/i,
i)3li and v are of importance for calculation.

In this work we shall pay attention to the two specific cases:

Example 1

{...] = 2 sin 0 cos0 e1'* (mv3 - - ? • roll)

= 2 sin0cos0e''*(mu - -dih)

(at i)il? + Dili — 0, t» = v.i),

Example 2

[...] = -cos20d3/2,

where [...] means the square brackets (58), i.e. we shall adopt a particular dependence

of o on the order parameter's components (on a part of them, namely) to perform the
required calculations. Quite natural combinations of these components are just given by
the four terms in (5S). The case 1 implies all the three contributions in (1) (see .73), while
the second one corresponds only to the pure orbital content of (1). The case i corresponds
to rot/ parallel to / and the case 2 — to rot/perpendicular to /.

5.1 Example 1: rot I is parallel to I.
Here WP shall admit only 2mt> — 3i/2 ^ 0 implying just rot/1| / because /(0) is along Oz.
Thus we rewrite (1) in the following manifest from:

\
(59)

where clots . . . stand for higher terms. In the present case a (58) looks as follows:

a = S(2mv - d,/2) je'1*-*' sin 6 cos 0

and, therefore,
626

acp = — sin 0\ cos 0\,

A = ImAo = -sign(cos0)5sinfl, (60)

TO = (ac^- '^ReAo = 0,
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where
& ( 2 a , / 2 ) > 0.

Let us consider (47) at x = Xo (i.e. at p — 0). By (60) one can simplify it:

(X2u)dn, (61)

"2

o
(11 = | tanfl|), while j i , J2 are zero. Let us estimate (61) before to proceed to calculations.
By the double inequality

one gets:
-2L\ < , <

This estimation means that the total correction to (59) is negative and it docs not exceed

by modulo.
The function F in (61) is nothing but a Laplace transform of (tanli/.//)''•* which is

divergent at \ 2 u = 0. Here it is appropriate to integrate by parts in F so that j 3 arcpiircs
the form:

h — JU3 + Jcorr i

where jta is just (59):

and
CO

& ^ / f ) d u ' (62)

Now .F is well defined at zero and all information about corrections is hidden in j c o r r .
Though explicit realizations for T seem to be absent, it is relatively simple to obtain its

asymptotic expansions at x*u ^ 1 (by steepest descent) and \-2u <S 1. These expansions
allow to estimate the lowest contribution to j c a t T . Using Appendix 2 one obtains:

5_ + _£_ + _5_,
16
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A = -1/3,B = i l » 1.27, C = ~ « -13.1, D « 262.5,
where

at

at , \ -2u« 1.
To do the estimation let us break the integral over u into two parts:

(64)

The condition \2u ^> 1 is valid at \ 2 ^> 1 for [/2 and it is admissible to replace
by the asyinptolics (63). One gets in the lowest in l / \ order:

u> ~ J wiw^11 = M^~log(1+^] • (65)

Li-t us turn now to U\ which can be represented as the sum ('i = X + Y, where

X = —J u^Hffl+Jr
, Y = -juf(>')du. (66)

The integral Y is divergent logarithmically at \* —* oo. One can represent it approxi-
mately:

[ V*

/ (u Jr(u) ~ ̂ Tf) d" + A

(67)

It can bo shown that X also contributes the terms ~ const/x"1. All these terms are
given by

Finally, from (65)-(68) we obtain:

= iL_L n (69)

The formula (69) implies that the lowest correction to (1) is the third order correction
which includes the logarithm of the London parameter l / \ 2 .
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5.2 Example 2: rotl is perpendicular to I
In this case (1) acquires the form

fdsh

J - -& « U_&
0 )

The parameter a looks as follows:

Q = — ftdj-i ie~'* ros2 0,

and we shall use
«cF = ^ c o s J 0 ,

V2

To = — vl tan0|sin0,

where
\ S 0̂83/2 > 0.
X

One obtains from (47):

n\2«2) = I /dt-d-v2)"2 7
*• J Jo u

and ji = j3 = 0. It is easy to estimate F (71) :

The double inequality (72) implies the following estimation:

Using the formula

Q = u 2 ( t - t a n h t ) > 0,

where 1F1 is the Kummer's function [26], one can rewrite F(\2u2) as, follows:

18



As in the previous case, let us integrate by parts in F. The result will be as follows:

J l = JOl + Jcorr i

where j u l is (70) and

W) = J e-v '̂

u

In the lowest order

In ils turn, the integral Ui is the sum X + Y , where

o

The estimations for X, Y read:

o

19 5

19

J ^ . c ^ j . v ^ O ) ) dt.
o ^

Using Appendix 2 one can find the following estimations for T :

' " 6(XuY ' 5

•it \ V 2 > 1, and
J-(X-V) « -1 + (*

<lt \ V < 1.
Again let us represent the integral over n as the sum of 0\ and Uz:

(74)



Finally, we obtain:

1 23

In this case there are two corrections and the lowest one is purely quadratic. The next
one is cubic and it includes the logarithm of the London parameter.

6 Discussion
An approach to calculate the mass current / in 3He — A near zero temperature is developed
in the present paper. In spite of the fact that j has been obtained by a number of
methods in the form (1), there are indications that higher corrections to (1) also lake place
[4,6,8,16]. The Eq.(l) itself witnesses about rather complicated physics of the superduid
under consideration. Therefore, it is interesting to see, whether some modifications and/or
complexifications of the picture could appear if the corrections will be accounted for.
Therefore, it seems to be useful to consider such corrections U> (1).

The given work is based on the thermal Green's functions. Two main assumptions arc
valid here about the BCS—Hamiltonian under consideration: the static non-homogeneous
order parameter is linearized due to slowness of its spatial variations, and only those lirst
order differentiations are retained which are coming from the kinetic energy. Both these
assumptions allow to transform the Hamiltonian to the operator Hc,,, which looks like a
Hamiltonian of the Landau problem. Therefore, one can solve the appropriate Dyson-
Gor'kov equation exactly: just using the eigen-functions of W,,,, [18-19]. As the immediate,
implication, the possibility appears to study j systematically by steepest descent argu-
ments.

The possibility mentioned allows to obtain a set of exact formulas both for the Green's
function and j . In the given work we consider the normal Green's function which is first
f-integrated and then w-summated. Two representations for it are obtained: as the series
and the integral one. These representations result in the corresponding formulas for j . The
integral representation for j allows to consider particular limiting cases: zero temperature
limit following the limit of lowest order in gradients, and nice versa. The corresponding
"commutative" diagram is considered in the Sec. 4.3.

The point which has to be emphasized is as follows. The integral realization for j at
T = 0 can be investigated by steepest descent due to the London limit holds. Namely,
it can be expanded in powers of the parameter l/x which is small by the London-limit
condition. The famous expression (1) arises as the lowest order term without resorting to
specific gauges for the order parameter. Moreover, jo can be treated as a "quasiclassic"
expression because it can be deduced by neglection of all the differentiations in the appro-
priately squared differential operator. This neglection is also admissible by the London
limit adopted. " ^

Two specific cases corresponding to rot/ both parallel and perpendicular to / are con^
sidered in the Sec.5. The corrections are obtained up to a third order in gradients of /
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and they are not only of pure polynomial type. Namely, the third order corrections turn
out to be logarithmic, i.e. containing the logarithm of the London parameter l/x- In the
first case the corrections are only of third order. In the second case there are two lowest
corrections: of second and third orders. The second order correction is purely polynomial.
It should be stressed that occurence of the second order correction in the considered gauge
is in agreement with the corresponding prediction [6] (see also [19]).

To conclude, we have deduced new explicitly temperature dependent representations
for the mass current which are flexible analytically and appropriate physically. The given
approach is manifestly advantageous due to uniformity of the Laplace method which is
highly appropriate in the London limit.
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7.1 Appendix 1

Lot us prove the equality
CO OO

«» [dty/FtUO,i*t)e-*t = 1 - / . / L — - ; • (Al.l)
J J coshr-iA/2 + «2
o

Siih.stiLiil.ing the series

*j(o,Hrfj = y e-*'("^)2<
n——oo

into the L.II.S. of (Al.l) and integrating one gets:
+00
_—< _ _ —•>#•»

n=—00

By the Poisson's formula

one obtains from (A1.2):
oo

I +4a£(-l)"nA",(2an), (A1.3)
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where A'i is the modified Bessel function [26].
Now let us consider the R.H.S. of (Al . l ) . Expanding cosh"2(y) into the series

n=l

and integrating it one obtains (A 1.3). The proof is completed.

7.2 Appendix 2

where

The Hummer's function i F i ( | , 2 ; c), which is defined by the series

r. i , > V ^ ( a )n S"

where (a)n = a(a + 1 )...(a + n — I), (a)0 = 1, looks as follows:
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